Connie Boyd

Simone Shapland

Jessica Jane Peterson

Every now and then, a simple email comes into the MAGIC Magazine
offices with some little bit of news of the magic world. This one read, “I
have just opened a new show on a Costa cruise ship. That’s the third major show on the cruise line starring a woman magician. I think we have
something unique here.”
No kidding! And in this case, the same woman is the creative force
behind all three shows!
By Rory Johnston

Connie Boyd has been a very successful magician — not just among female
magicians, but successful in the field
of magic overall. She has been working steadily since starring as a guest act
in the Las Vegas Riviera’s Christmas
show in 1987. The next year, she was
booked into Genting Highlands resort in
Malaysia, then back in Vegas at Bally’s
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lavish production show Jubilee, and
then featured in the Folies Bergere at the
Tropicana, where she eventually became
Lance Burton’s replacement when he left
to open his own show at the Hacienda.
Having performed in numerous shows
on land — Beyond Bare Essence at
Harrah’s in Lake Tahoe, Masquerade in
Mexico, Spellbound in Palm Springs and
the Philippines, and at the Showboat in

Atlantic City — Connie eventually took
to the seas.
In 1990, the owners of an Italian company, Costa Cruise Lines, offered Connie
a contract on a two-week VIP charter.
She wowed them enough that they offered more work. “Costa was a smaller
cruise company during the ’90s,” says
Connie. “And they were very accommodating with my land contracts, allowing

me and my assistants to leave and work
land-based contracts, then return and perform on various ships. I was very fortunate
to work consistently.”
A magic show starring a woman was
distinctive and different, and it was well
received by all nationalities, of which there
are many on any given cruise. Obligated
to only two shows per sailing, the gig
gave Connie lots of time to develop new
material, rehearse without studio fees, and
keep her assistants on payroll between
land contracts. Most of her ship gigs ran
from three to five weeks, but in 1996 her
life took a turn when she accepted a sixmonth contract on the Costa Allegra, sailing in North Europe, where she presented
two shows: The Beauty of Magic and
The Magic of Connie Boyd. After that,
for the Costa Magica, she created Magical Moments, a magic-themed production
with dancers and singers doing the magic
throughout the show.
A few years later, Connie was asked to
create and star in a show for another of
the Costa ships, the Classica. She teamed
with the on-board production company,
Afro Arimba from South Africa, creating Illusions, using her existing show as
the base and featuring the nine company
dancers. “This was a challenging, learning, boot camp, producing exercise,”
Connie explains. “Heather Von Ruben,
the executive producer of Afro Arimba,
was and is my teacher and mentor. I hired
choreographer Gerald Van Vuuren to
stage the show, and Heather generously
donated her time to develop the concept.
Together we adapted some existing costumes, bought new costumes, found new
music, edited video, adapted illusions,
and created a magic production show
from my existing illusion show.”
Connie starred in the first version of
Illusions for two years, traveling between
the ship and her new home in Italy. In
2008, the Classica was scheduled to reposition to Asia, so Connie suggested casting
a different female magician who could
remain on board full time. She modified
the show to make the illusions less technically difficult — such as replacing her selflevitation on a guitar and an upside-down
straitjacket escape — and started contacting everyone she knew about casting. After
going through a number of magicians
from December through May, Connie
finally discovered Simone Shapland, who
was a perfect fit. She had years of ship
experience as a production manager and

THE MAGIC ON COSTA CRUISES

The Beauty of Magic

Starring Connie Boyd
Direction/Magic Choreography:
Joanie Spina
Choreography: Gerald VanVuuren,
Norbert Gertse

Connie Boyd performs a variety of illusions, large
and small, in her show, The Beauty of Magic.

was a fabulous dancer who was interested
in developing her own act. Connie says,
“Simone is a quick study, remarkably
talented, and took to magic like a duck
to water. She’s a brilliant performer with
great attention to detail and, like myself,
began a magic career from a professional
background in dance and theater.”
Simone, who started dancing professionally at the age of seventeen, had
worked with a handful of magicians over
the years, which gave her an introduction into the world of illusion. “It wasn’t
until meeting Connie Boyd in 2009 that I
began on this amazing journey of discovering the real beauty of magic,” Simone
says. “It started with me performing in
Illusions, which is a truly beautiful blend
of magic and dance that enabled me to

Shadow Box – Rhe production of
Connie and three male dancers.
Hair Scarf – Sancing feather boa.
Cabin Prediction – Don Wayne’s
hotel room prediction, Room Service.
Cloth Vanish – Adagio dance magic
with male dancer appearing from a
chair and vanishing from a table.
Guitar Suspension – Broom-type
suspension with 360-degree spin.
Reflections Mirror Penetration –
An oversized ring routine in front of
a vanity mirror that concludes with
a mirror penetration and the rings
magically linking.
Metamorphosis – Two girls appear
inside a metal box with glass front
and back. Connie enters the box as
glass panels are covered. Handcuffed, she lowers into the box, which
is hoisted into the air. A male dancer
lifts a cloth. The cloth drops to reveal
Connie in his place. The dancer appears chained in the trunk above.
OLEP – Orange/Lemon/Egg/Parakeet
routine.
Things That Go Bump in the Night –
Producing four cast members.
A Little Party Never Hurt Nobody –
Full-cast dance number ending with a
Snowstorm.
Vogue – Fashion prediction with
Blammo Box. Female dancer appears
wearing the audience-selected items.
Floating & Flying – Connie’s signature Floating Ball and Self-levitation.
Wrap Around – Transposition into the
audience as a “bump” for the finale.
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starring a woman
was distinctive
and different,
and it was well
received by all
nationalities, of
which there are
many on any
given cruise.
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learn and flourish as a magician in my
own right.”
Because Simone didn’t discover her
passion for magic until quite recently, she
initially had to step outside her comfort
zone to learn and discover new things and
face new challenges. Apparently, she did
that rather well: she starred in Illusions for
four and a half years.
In May 2013, Connie’s agent told her
there was a possibility that the artist who
starred in the variety show on the Costa
Deliziosa would not be renewing. It was
suggested that Connie should create a
proposal for a replacement show, incorporating the existing song and dance numbers
into a show with magic. Connie immediately started studying show footage to
see what was available and how she could
modify the existing numbers into a new
format. Her proposal was accepted, and
Connie asked Simone to star in the new
show, to be called Chicks With Tricks.
This, of course, made it necessary to find
a replacement for Simone in the ongoing Illusions show. Jessica Jane Peterson seemed
like a perfect fit.
Connie got to know the 24-year-old Ms.
Peterson through Facebook. “Jessica was a
fan of my work and I came up as a suggested friend on Facebook,” Connie explains.
“Last spring, we began talking about the
possibility of a booking in Illusions.”
Jessica was practically raised onstage,
having grown up being levitated in the
illusion show of her godparents, Al and
Suzanne Belmont. Her mother, Jacqueline,
worked for years for both Belmont and
illusionist John Bundy. Although her father,
James, wasn’t a magician, he enjoyed the
technical side of things and instilled a love
of inventing and building props.
Jessica spent her teenage years learning as much as she could about magic,
both as an art form and as a business, and
collected various magic antiques, autographs, posters props from days past. She
also developed a fondness for the circus
and sideshow world, and she toured with
Ward Hall’s World of Wonders Circus
Sideshow for a season in 2007. It was
there that she developed her skills as a
fire-eater and barker (or as carnies say, an
“outside talker”). A few years later, she
worked with magician and artist Alan St.
[From top] Connie Boyd in a Snowstorm; Simone Shapland and dancers with a quick-change
number and Pyramid illusion; Jessica Jane
Peterson presents the Sword Basket.

George on his magical play based on the
Romanovs, The Magyk Tsar, and she has
continued performing in his yearly production of Magic In Savanna.
Traveling to Pigeon Forge, Tennessee,
for Thanksgiving in 2010, Jessica met magician Terry Evanswood, whose assistant
had taken ill. She joined his show that
night and stayed for two years. “I learned
incredibly valuable skills from Evanswood,” she says, “and performed about a
thousand shows with him.”
In 2012, Jessica worked in Ben
Blaque’s crossbow act during the Flic
Flac Circus’ Christmas season. In 2013,
she took a try at comedy at Sweet Fanny
Adams Theatre in Gatlinburg, Tennessee.
Performing with her onstage and offstage partner, Chris MacPherson, Jessica
learned how to blend her magic with the
spirit of vaudeville. Her show included
comedy sketches, singing, dancing, and
lots of audience participation.
And then she met Connie Boyd through
Facebook. The two women got together
in person last November for rehearsals,
and now Jessica is headlining the show.
In addition to big illusions, Jessica also
performs close-up and works with doves.
“The opportunity to tour the world while
bringing magic to people is unbelievable,”
she says. “I couldn’t be happier. It’s like a
dream come true.”
Meanwhile, rehearsals for Chicks With
Tricks began with Simone at Connie’s warehouse and loft in Genoa, Italy.
Besides the lead magician, Chicks With
Tricks features six female dancers, two male
dancers, a male singer, and a female singer.
Connie wanted to emphasize femininity,
featuring the female dancers in all the magic,
with the males mainly as supporting dancers
and assistants — largely the opposite of her
other two shows. There is no dialogue at all,
which gives it wider appeal to the culturally
diverse crowd on the ship. As the producer,
Connie’s responsibilities included all of the
costumes, choreography, audio and video,
props, and production design. She used
some of the material from her own show, as
well as new illusions, consciously choosing
magic that was strong, visual, and impressive when performed by women. A good
example is the quick-change number called
“Dress For Success.”
After the ladies of the cast are established in high-end power suits and hats,
Simone produces neon green flowers from
an empty glass box. The flowers are attached to the jackets of their outfits, and

THE MAGIC ON COSTA CRUISES

Illusions

Starring Jessica Jane Peterson
Direction/Magic Choreography:
Joanie Spina
Choreography: Gerald VanVuuren
Shadow Box – With a quick-change
ending.
Sword Basket – With second girl appearing at climax.
Dancing Tie – Audience member
chooses a tie. It dances à la Dancing
Handkerchief, then is given to the
man as a gift.
Jukebox – A mini Cube Zag.
Floating Ball – Don Wayne’s Floating
Ball combined with a Grant’s Zombie
gimmick to create a unique doublemethod presentation.
Warp Around – Jessica vanishes
inside a cloth and reappears in the
audience.
Matrix – Jessica is secured in a straitjacket, inside a Sub Trunk.
Things That Go Bump in the Night –
This is a customized UV black-art
method that transposes Jessica into a
“thing,” then produces the entire cast
and the cruise director.
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THE MAGIC ON COSTA CRUISES

Chicks With Tricks

Starring Simone Shapland
Direction/Magic Choreography:
Joanie Spina
Choreography: Gerald VanVuuren,
Kim Carlyn Peters, Joey Doucette
Appearance – Simone appears on a
swing.
Sub Trunk – Simone changes places
with three dancers.
Hot Dance Medley – Male singer
appears. Simone vanishes.
Romantic Vignette – Torn & Restored
Photo with male dancer appearing at
climax.
Dressed for Success – Quick-change
production number. Six female dancers
change costumes four times each, climaxing with Simone’s costume change.
Sword Through Neck – Male singer
sings “Black Magic Woman” as Simone skewers him.
Pyramid Dance & Transposition – A
UV number including the Vortex Cane,
a vanish from a suspended pyramid
impaled with poles, and the subsequent
reappearance in the audience.
Twister – A self-Twister.
Straitjacket Escape – Simone has
sixty seconds to escape while hanging over a bed of nails.
Finale – Simone appears from oversized playing cards.
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each girl steps into a fabric ring that is
raised and then lowered to reveal they
are now wearing neon green dresses with
matching chiffon jackets.
Simone produces a bouquet of red flowers
from a green silk. The flowers are separated,
revealing that they are attached to black lace
garters. The six girls put on the garters, walk
behind two oversized playing cards, and exit
the other side wearing short red cocktail
dresses with black bows and lace trim.
Simone produces six long white chiffon scarves from an empty red fabric tube.
Each girl places a scarf around her neck. A
large red cloth is raised in front of the girls.
When Simone whisks it away, each girl is
wearing a jeweled white bikini top and fulllength white skirt.
The dancers move into formation in
front of the magician, using the white chiffon scarves to provide a moment of cover,
and Simone’s costume transforms from a
pink sequin cocktail dress to a full-length
black and silver outfit.
The number is set to the songs “Notorious,” “Dressed for Success,” “Girls on
Film,” and “You’re Amazing Just the Way
You Are,” with each individual look having
its own music mix.
Connie explains why this routine works
especially well for a ship. “Space is a valuable commodity on a cruise line. I imagined that the novelty of six female dancers dressed in distinctive, ever-changing
high-end fashions would provide visual,
unusual entertainment without large, spaceconsuming props.”
Connie, who has sewn since she was
seven, made all the costumes herself.
“This number was extremely challenging
to create. I purchased a fortune in fabric,
working through numerous mock-ups, so

Simone Shapland in Chicks With Tricks [left].
Jessica Jane Peterson in Illusions [above].

they were flattering, dramatic, and effective. Each dancer has four looks, so there
are 24 costumes, plus the magician’s grand
quick-change as a finale.”
And that’s just one of the seven routines
in the show.
“With the opening of Chicks with
Tricks,” says Simone, “I’ve needed to learn
more technical magic. It has been challenging but rewarding at the same time. I love
performing magic on cruise ships, because
you always get some people who have
never seen magic performed live. Their
reaction to certain things is priceless.”
Chicks With Tricks premiered December
5, 2013, and was an immediate hit with
audiences, as Illusions and The Beauty of
Magic continue to be.
Connie says, “Thanks to invaluable
lessons I learned from Don Wayne, I am a
very hands-on, create-it-yourself magician,
director, and producer. This has several
advantages. The material you develop has
your own signature flair and is distinctive and different, and you can produce
more with less money. I have continuously
invested in my shows and developed new
material on my wish list. I think this love of
magic, and the drive to improve and create,
keeps the material fresh and alive, so the
shows become stronger with time.”
Producing three shows on three different ships and starring in one of them is a
tremendous accomplishment. And Connie,
at the top of her game, is as thrilled as the
audiences are. “I feel extremely blessed to
be able to do what I enjoy as a career, and
to still find excitement and thrills in over 25
years in magic. It’s a true labor of love.”

[From top] Jessica and the cast take a bow in
the finale. Connie with her Guitar Suspension
and her version of Metamorphosis. Simone
with a Sub Trunk and a self-Twister.
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